
The standard stacking bumper
keeps the chair frames of Poly
Dakota Chairs from rubbing
together when stacked.

An oversized tablet arm measuring
20½" x 17" provides an even larger
working area.

Dakota’s standard tablet arm is a
generous 20½" long by 12" wide.

Choose from stainless steel, 
non-skid PVC, polycarbonate,
ganging polycarbonate or ganging
stainless steel glides to suit all floor
surfaces.

Poly Stack Seating - Armless or Tablet Arm

DAKOTA™ Guest Seating

The stark geometry of the seat and
back and sharply angled frame create
an eye-catching contemporary 
aesthetic, but Dakota provides gentle
curves where users will appreciate
them most. The contoured seat and
back gently encourage an upright
posture in the center of the chair—
a must in mass seating applications.

Another feature that benefits audience
members and facilities management
staff alike are optional ganging glides.
These polycarbonate or steel glides
replace the standard glides and snap
together to align adjacent chairs 
creating neat rows that stay in place.

Dakota combines durability and 
versatility to create contemporary
seating solutions at an affordable
price. It has a proven track record
in training rooms, lounges, cafeterias
and auditoriums, but is suitable for
any application where flexibility and
resistance to wear are paramount.

The no-nonsense polypropylene 
shell cleans easily and minimizes the
appearance of scratches and scuffs,
allowing Dakota to withstand the 
rigors of healthcare and educational
environments alike. Beneath its shell
lies an equally resilient bent wire
frame constructed of 7/16" solid steel.



Ganging glides of durable steel or
polycarbonate snap together to
create evenly- spaced straight rows.

Field-installable tablet arms flip up
to allow easy access to and from
the seated position. 

Special stacking bumpers protect
the upholstery on Dakota Fixed
Seat & Back Chairs.

Fixed Seat & Back - Armless or Tablet Arm

DAKOTA™ Guest Seating

An MVP.BL dolly allows Fixed Seat
and Back chairs to be stacked 16
high, while the MXD.BL dolly
accommodates up to 45 Poly chairs.
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Despite its resolute pragmatism, the
Dakota seating line offers inspired
options and accessories that give it
broad appeal. Flip-up tablet arms in
two sizes ensure Dakota will always
have a place in lecture halls and 
classrooms. The standard tablet is
20½" x 12", while the oversized
tablet arm is 20½" x 17".

For an elevated look and extra comfort,
Fixed Seat & Back Dakota Chairs are
also available. They include removable
upholstered seat and back pads 
containing over a ½" foam. Special
stacking bumpers protect the upholstery
when these chairs are stacked in 
storage.

Moving Dakota chairs of either type
to and from storage is the responsibility
of two Dakota dollies. Both dollies
boast four casters with hard rubber
wheels and svelte dimensions that
make them easy to maneuver through
doorways and around corners.  

The Poly Chair Dakota dolly, MXD.BL,
can accommodate 45 chairs, with a
total height of 79". The Fixed Seat &
Back dolly, MVP.BL, tops out at 16
chairs with an overall height of 63½". 

Whether your environment calls for
Poly or Fixed Seat & Back Chairs,
Dakota is the smart way to make
your guests feel welcome. 


